ABOUT WOMEN AND DRESS.

Dress-American Women Dressing Better Than Others.

The most effective and elegant he lady there could compare with her acquainted during the summer. be gazed upon to wear as rich clothing as some of admiring glances. In this way a memoranda of the toilet which effect of his works increases with heiress she iso tte eye. clde year. I say wastes because shethrowsher fashinale attire can win her lasting Leave that for the shora He told her to dare to think, as a rule, however, it does not heard a gentleman rave over a lady's in that sense by the

LITERARY LEAVES.

WHAT THE CHRISTMAS MAGAZINE WILL CONTAIN.


THE CHRISTMAS NUMBER.

In association with the New York Public Library, the Literary and Art Union, and the National American Woman Suffrage Association, the New York Public Library will issue its Christmas number, which will contain a number of interesting articles, including an account of the work of the New York Public Library, a sketch of the history of the National American Woman Suffrage Association, and an article on the life and works of Washington Irving. The number will also contain a number of beautifully illustrated plates, which will be of special interest to those who are interested in the History of American Literature.

CARLETON'S WANDERINGS.

THE POSTS INTERESTING USE AS A TRAVELLING BANK.

Disconnection of the "Worm" in Tailor's New Magazine of Bank and Security Bank, showing how it may be used as a travelling bank or a travelling bank, by H. Patterson. New York. 12mo. Barber типография.

DOCTOR'S TREATY.

A NOVEL ADDITION OF CHARLES B. EDWARDS.


THE R. H. O. BOAT AND STEAMER IN THE OCEAN."